Leader in my life ( Jaky Chen)

                

I think one leader in my life is my dad. He is a director in his company.
He works for fashion, my mom and my dad have a restaurant and a ice
cream store. My dad travel around the world to see different type of
fashion and “fashion week”. Including New York ( he loves New York
).So as you know that’s my dad, my dad doesn’t play with me a lot but I
get it, he is hard ( he leave at this Wednesday morning) . I think he is
my leader because he work very hard at anything, he never give up.

When my dad was young: 

LEader ( Tsu chuang zhi)
Tsu Chuang Zhi was a scientist,astronomer, writer and  mathematician. He is the
first one find out pi, pi is the ratio of the circumference of a circle. It never stop,
it is 3.14159265359... Tsu Chuang Zhi he only discovered the seventh place. After
he got beat by Al Casey, Al Casey discovered pretty much the whole number ( I am
not sure ). Tsu Chuang Zhi give contribution to the math world. He also wrote a lot
of poems. I think he is my leader in math, he is very smart, Risk- Taker and a
thinker.
Adjective word for Tsu Chuang Zhi:
❏ Smart
❏ Never give up
❏ He was a very good learner (cause when he is small he is the number one in
the class)
❏ Risk- Taker
❏ Inquire
❏ Thinker
Fun fact about pl:
In my old school I learned pl, my math teacher told me that in Chinese only in lower
school, we use pi as 3.14.
Question:
❏ Do America do that too?
❏ When do America learn pi?
Tsu Chuang Zhi:
        Pi:

